Introduction
The origin-of-life study is a frontier of science. By continuous studies on thermophilic organisms and the phylogenetic analysis of present organisms, the hypothesis that life had emerged under hydrothermal conditions (the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis) was proposed. [1] [2] [3] [4] Although this hypothesis is still disputed, [5] [6] [7] several simulation experiments of submarine hydrothermal vent systems for peptide and peptide-like molecules formation support the hypothesis. 8, 9 The discovery of ribozyme suggested that RNA and RNA-like molecules could have played a central role (the RNA world hypothesis). [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The RNA world hypothesis has been focused as a most-important origin-of-life hypothesis during the last two decades. 15 According to the RNA world hypothesis, RNA molecules could have preserved enzymatic functions instead of protein-enzyme as well as genetic information. A primitive genetic coding system, where RNA molecules act as both genotype and phyenotype molecules, could have emerged prior to the modern triplet coding systems consisting of ribosome, t-RNA, aminoacyl t-RNA synthetase, etc. The RNA world hypothesis has been experimentally verified based on the chemical evolution of RNA molecules under simulated Earth conditions, [16] [17] [18] [19] and the artificial selections of ribozymes and RNA aptamers using the in vitro selection technology. 20, 21 The RNA world hypothesis appears to be inconsistent with the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis. [22] [23] [24] Figure 1 illustrates the existence of a paradox between two hypotheses. This paradox can be approached by the development of analytical tools. In general, it has often been regarded that RNA molecules are too labile under hydrothermal vent conditions for these two hypotheses to be compatible. In addition, it has been considered that biologically important interactions, such as hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding, do not work at high temperatures. The importance of the chemical characteristics of prebiotic molecules regarding these two hypotheses is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The fundamental characteristics regarding stability, formation, and interaction should determine the chemical evolution of RNA and proteins. In other words, to evaluate both the processes for the accumulation and emergence of prebiotic functions of biomolecules, the stability, formation rate, chemical interactions, and solubility of biomolecules need to be analyzed at high temperatures. However, these assumptions have not been verified experimentally, since most simulation experiments regarding RNA molecules have been carried out at relatively low temperatures, such as 25 C. In addition, the accumulation of RNA molecules is determined by both the rates of formation and degradation. 24 To evaluate the possibility for the accumulation and primitive RNA functions, the chemical requisites under hydrothermal conditions were deduced on the basis of our previous studies. Consequently, experimental verifications are essential for understanding the stabilities and formation processes under hydrothermal conditions, and biologically important weak interactions, since hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding at higher temperatures are regarded to be much weaker than those at physiological temperatures. Here, the importance of the solubility of biomolecules under hydrothermal conditions should be emphasized.
Hydrothermal and solvothermal systems are becoming important in both fundamental and practical areas as well as the fields regarding the origin-of-life study. In practical areas, high-temperature liquid-phase reactions are commonly used for industrial chemical processes, such as the preparation of inorganic materials, and/or organic synthesis, the degradation of wasting chemicals, and ore leaching. In fundamental areas, geochemical reactions, mineralogy, and solution chemistry involve a number of reactions in liquid-phase at extremely high temperatures. To investigate these high-temperature-liquid-phase reactions, a useful/powerful/easy-to-use research tool is essential. Although high-temperature, pressure-resistant vessels have been used as a conventional technique, these vessels have some problems: the large vessel size does not allow direct monitoring, and requires a large sample volume, which results in relatively dangerous and time-consuming procedures (Fig. 3,  left) . A reduction of the reaction volume for reaction analyses is also important from the viewpoint of the demand of being environmentally harmless, and safety for experiments.
For the cases of the chemical evolution of biopolymers, the stability and prebiotic formation of RNA molecules are not readily monitored at high temperatures beyond 100 C by the batch mode, because the reaction rates exponentially increase with an increase of temperatures. For instance, the degradation of ca. 50% of adenosine 5′-triphosphate proceeding at within 5 min at 150 C. A direct observation of the reaction beyond this temperature is, therefore, difficult in real time at temperatures beyond 150 C. 25, 26 In other words, the classical techniques using high-temperature, pressure-resistant vessels do not offer sufficient performance regarding real-time and/or in situ monitoring within the millisecond-to-second time scale.
Principle of Hydrothermal Flow Reactor System for Monitoring Rapid Processes
Several techniques for monitoring fast chemical processes in liquid phases, such as aqueous solutions, are presumably available for the conditions at temperatures below 100 C. However, in general, the requirement for the rapid heating (and quenching) of a sample solution does not allow one to apply these techniques for reactions at higher temperatures. The fact is that the conventional technique using a batch reactor requires the introduction of a sample solution into a vessel at high temperature, and then subsequent withdrawal of the products for analysis after quenching. These facts do not allow millisecond-to-second time scale heating up of the solution.
To heat up a sample solution within a short time scale, rapid heat transfer is necessary; if the sample is introduced into a high-temperature reactor, such as a narrow tubing reactor, rapid heating and exposure with a short residence time at a high temperature is principally possible.
Monitoring hydrothermal reactions with small volume, in which a high-temperature, pressure-resistant cell is settled using a flow-reactor system, was initially attempted in the 90's. Raman, 27 IR, 28 and UV-visible 29, 30 spectroscopy for hydrothermal reactions were indeed developed using small-volume cells in the flow reactors. In these methods, several types of cell window materials, such as sapphire and diamond, have been examined. Naturally, the usefulness of these techniques has been demonstrated for monitoring the reaction behaviors of organic compounds, 28, 31 only when sufficient spectral differences of the reactants and products are detected. In addition, the monitoring time ranges are limited at the level of a few seconds, which is due to the limitation of the cell size. Although it was anticipated that the time range for monitoring prebiotic reactions needs at least the millisecond time scale, this was not possible by using these previous techniques. 24 Here, recent investigations on the development of real-time [32] [33] [34] [35] and in situ monitoring 36, 37 systems for hydrothermal reactions will be described. A comparison of the flow reactor to the batch system is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As mentioned above, a batch reactor has a number of problems for monitoring fast reactions at high temperatures. On the other hand, a flow system would provide solutions for these problems. Figure 4 shows the principle of the flow system for the case involving an in situ detection probe. The flow system consists of a water reservoir, a high-pressure pump, a sample injector, a high-temperature, high-pressure resistant reactor, a temperature controller, a pressure regulator, and a sampling port. 34 A piece of narrow tubing made of stainless-steel, PEEK, or fused-silica capillary is settled in the high temperature reactor. For in situ monitoring, a pair of optical fibers are combined to a piece of narrow tubing high-temperature reactor. Tubing with a 0.015 -0.25 mm inner diameter and 5 -200 cm length can be used for monitoring reactions.
Naturally, one can assume that the residence time, in which the sample solution is exposed at the high-temperature reactor, can be reduced if using narrower and shorter tubing as well as the way of increasing the flow rate. However, the increase in flow rate and/or decrease of the inner diameter notably raises the pressure drop emerged in the tubing. Furthermore, the heat-transfer rate is also dependent on the inner diameter and shape, as well as the type of tubing materials. For this reason, a reduction of the tubing length was attempted to decrease the pressure drop. In addition, the viscosity of water decreases notably with an increase of temperature; e.g. the viscosity of water at 250 C decreases one tenth of that at 25 C. Thus, the pressure drop can be reduced with an increase of temperature during the reaction monitoring. Optimization of all these parameters enables the system to run hydrothermal reactions at temperatures of up to 400 C and pressures of up to 50 MPa within 0.002 -200 s. The time that is required for heating up the sample solution to a target temperature, decreases with a decrease of the inner diameter, and is dependent on the tubing materials. A heating-up time of 2 ms for an inner diameter of 0.015 mm of fused-silica capillary tubing succeeded. This is a shortest time for heating up the sample solution using narrow capillary tubing as comparing to previous methods, in which the heating up time remains at the second scale. [27] [28] [29] [30] In addition, although the sample dilution occurs due to sample dispersion within the flow reactor system, it was confirmed that the dilution remains at approximately 50%. 36 By using this system, the kinetic monitoring of liquid phase reactions can be readily carried out by changing the flow rate, where the sample solution is withdrawn from the sampling port. The sample solution can be analyzed using standard analytical techniques, such as HPLC, electrophoresis, GC, and MS. An example on the degradation of nucleotide 5′-triphosphate (ATP) is shown in Fig. 5 , 34 in which the reactions at high temperatures can be successfully monitored by the simple technique developed here. The rate constants for the degradation of ATP and related molecules at high temperatures using the flow system are consistent with those determined using a batch reactor at much lower temperatures. In addition, no influence for the rate constants on the tubing materials was observed. 34 The minimum time scale was adjustable to 2 -50 ms using a tubing of 0.015 inner diameter. In conclusion, the successful adaptation of fused-silica capillary tubing led to the heating-up rate being sufficiently faster than the residence time scale. 
In Situ Measurement of UV-visible Spectra
The present system demonstrated that a reduction of the inner diameter and length of narrow tubing enabled rapid heat transfer for monitoring hydrothermal reactions within the millisecond time scale. It was examined that fused-silica capillary possesses a large heat transfer rate and a high transparency in the UV-visible region. This suggests that a fused-silica capillary is a choice for an in situ UV-visible detector connected through a detection window on the capillary. In other words, in situ monitoring within the millisecond-to-second time scale would be possible by using the principle of the real-time monitoring system for hydrothermal reactions. To evaluate this concept, a UV-visible detector on a detection window was developed by connecting with a pair of optical fibers, namely the capillary flow hydrothermal reactor system for the UV-vis spectrophotometric detection system (CHUS). 36 To evaluate the performance of CHUS, a water-soluble highly sensitive chromogenic reagent, 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-sulfonatephenyl)porphine (TPPS), was used for measuring the Soret band.
36,38 Figure 6 shows the Soret band of TPPS at 25, 300, and 355 C. The Soret band remained constant at temperatures of up to 250 C and gradually degraded at around 300 C and higher temperatures. Conclusively, this system was successfully applied for the first time to measure a UV-visible spectra at high temperatures within a short time scale. In addition, the successful study for detecting the association constants between TPPS with heterocyclic bases showed the accuracy of the system. Stacking between TPPS with aromatic bases was observed at temperatures of up to 125 C, where the association constants decrease with an increase of temperature. 39 The association constants became too small be measured at temperatures of over 125 C. It was confirmed that the logarithmic values of the association constants for different sizes of hetercyclic bases are proportional to the number of rings of the heterocyclic bases at temperatures of 25 -100 C; these phenomena were previously discovered using a conventional absorption spectrophotometer at 25 C, where the association is basically due to the π-π stacking interaction. 40 Thus, the fact that the association constants are proportional to the ring number at higher temperatures of over 25 C reflects that the association is due to π-π stacking. In addition, a decrease of the association with an increase of temperature reflects the decrease of π-π stacking with an increase of temperature.
The small difference in the obtained values between the spectrophotometic and present CHUS techniques reflects the influence of dilution for monitoring using CHUS, where the dilution was 54%. This is consistent with the dilution determined by monitoring the samples through the sampling port; this provides a correction factor for the association constants with 0.19 unit for the ΔK values. 39 These results show that the in situ monitoring of the UV-visible absorption spectra is readily carried out by using CHUS. The light-path length of 0.1 mm for the fused-silica capillary applied here resulted in the sensitivity being much lower than that of the standard UV-visible spectrophotometer. However, owing to recent progress in instrumentation, the small path length is no longer a notable problem. This system, CHUS, has many advantages regarding cost effectiveness, safety concerns, and instrument dimensions over the batchwise pressuring-measurement systems, thanks to the straightforward device design and assembling. Furthermore, CHUS can be applied for monitoring of reactions using near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and other spectroscopy techniques with suitable detectors.
Analyses of Chemical Evolution Processes
Using the Hydrothermal Flow Reactor System 4·1 Stability of biomolecules By conventional techniques, a limited number of studies on the stabilities of biomolecules were carried out regarding the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis. 23, 40 The degradation and behavior of nucleotides, RNA, amino acids, peptides at high temperatures were investigated on the basis of the experimental data, which were determined at relatively low temperatures within a few minutes to a few hours. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] Thus, the details concerning the stability and behavior of these biomolcules could not be evaluated properly unless using real-time and in situ monitoring techniques. The hydrothermal flow reactor systems for real-time and in situ monitoring allowed us to investigate several reaction behaviors regarding the chemical evolution of RNA and peptides under the simulated primitive earth conditions. The present hydrothermal flow reactor system, which enables millisecond-to-second time scale monitoring, made it possible to evaluate the stabilities of nucleotide monomers, nucleotide dimmers, oligomers, and polymers, as well as the racemization of amino acids for the first time at neutral pH at temperatures of up to 330 C, 34, [41] [42] [43] where the time course was obtained by changing the flow rate and the tubing size.
The possible positions, where cleavage could occur at high temperatures, for nucleotide, oligonucleotide, amino acid, and oligopeptide are illustrated in Fig. 7 . 24 Here, the degradation of adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) to adenosine 5′-diphosphate (ADP), adenosine 5′-monophosphate (AMP), adenosine, adenine, and hypoxanthine was monitored. The stability of phosphoester linkage increases in the order ATP < ADP < AMP, which results in the consecutive cleavage of ATP to adenine. The formation of adenine from adenosine is due to the cleavage of the N-glycoside linkage; also, hydrolytic degradation of the amide group of hypoxanthine from adenine occurs during the degradation of adenine to hypoxanthine. These data suggest that the degradation of ATP, ADP, and AMP is much faster than that estimated on the basis of indirect measurements in previous studies. 23, 34 The same trend that the degradation of amino acids measured in real time is much faster than that estimated on the basis of batch method was observed. 23, 46 The stability of oligonucleotides involving a target -CGdphosphodiester bonding (subscript "d" indicates deoxyribonucleotide and no designate indicates ribonucleotide), which is surrounded by different sequences (e.g. 5′-GdGdCdCGd- GdTdTdTdTdTdCdCdGdGdCdCd (oligo17), 5′-GdGdCdCGdGdTdTdTdTdTd (oligo11), 5′-GdGdCdCdGdGdTdTdCGdTdTdCdCdGdGdCdCd (oligo18) etc.), 45 was examined for the first time at high temperatures. The stabilities of oligonucleotides were well investigated in relation to the ribonuclease activity, but determined at low temperatures below the Tm values found in the previous studies. 47, 48 The oligonucleotides (not all examples are shown here) are chosen, of which form a hairpin structure by Watson-Crick base paring between C and G. The target -CGd-phosphodiester bonding can be involved in a singlestranded (oligo11), a double-helix (oliho17), or a hairpin structure (oligo18). The stability of phosphodiester bonding is known to be dependent on the positions. 49, 50 In addition, it is known that the phosphodiester bond of dexoyribonucleotide is more stable than that of ribonucleotide. Thus, the stability of the target -CGd-can be readily monitored on the basis of measurements of the concentration of the initial oligonucleotide and the products. HPLC charts obtained for the products, which were exposed with different residence times at 200 C, are illustrated in Fig. 8 . HPLC peaks for oligo17 and its products can be followed from the set of chromatograms. The stability of the target -CGd-phosphodiester bonding of the olignucleotides is dependent on the position, where the target -CGd-sequence is inserted, at 65 -80 C due to the formation of hairpin structures at below the melting temperature (Tm). At these temperatures, it was confirmed that the stability of the target -CGd-sequence in a double helix is higher than that in a single strand and in a hairpin. This is consistent with a previous study. 49, 50 On the contrary, the surrounding sequences would not affect the strength of -CGd-phosphodiester bonding at high temperatures over Tm. Nevertheless, it was detected that the stability of -CGdphosphodiester bonding was indeed affected by the surrounding sequences, even at temperatures much higher than 100 C. In general, it would be true that weak, but biologically important, interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction, stacking interaction, do not effectively work at high temperatures of over 100 C. Although the differences in the -CGd-strength at high temperatures are much less significant than those observed at low temperatures, the dependence of the phosphodiester bond of -CGd-on the surrounding sequences reflects that the surrounding sequences weakly interact with the target -CGdphosphodiester bonding. The successful detection of such weak interactions regarding the stability of oligonucleotides supports the fact that the usefulness of the present hydrothermal flow reactor system possesses sufficient capability to analyze the kinetics for hydrothermal reactions in detail.
These data regarding the stability of oligonucleotides are obtained to envisage the compatibility between the RNA world and the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypotheses. Figure 9 illustrates the stability of oligonucleotides, dinucleotides, nucleoside phosphates, nucleoside, alanine at temperatures of 100 -300 C. The stability of the phosphoester bond of nucleotide monomers is about 10000-times lower than that of the racemization of amino acids; the racemization is a faster process at high temperatures than the deamination and decarboxylation of amino acids. 46 According to the stabilities of these molecules, both nucleotides and amino acids should have been degraded in the deep-ocean on the primitive Earth if these molecules were exposed for a long period of time, such as millions of years, under the primitive hydrothermal conditions. However, the accumulation of these molecules is determined by both the formation and degradation rates coupled with the inflow and outflow to the life-like system. 24 According to the experimental basis, the speculation whether RNA and protein were really stable for their accumulation under primitive hydrothermal systems was examined. 24 On the other hand, we discovered an elongation of oligopeptides 51 under hydrothermal conditions during the course of the investigations regarding the stability of short peptides, dimer, trimer, tetramer, and pentamer of alanine oligopeptide. Alanyl-alanyl-alanyl-alanine ((Ala)4) spontaneously elongates to alanyl-alanyl-alanyl-alanyl-alanine ((Ala)5) during the degradation of (Ala)4. Figure 10 shows chromatograms of samples including (Ala)4 with and without Ala, which were exposed at 275 C for 18.2 s. The spontaneous elongation of (Ala)4 to (Ala)5 is observed at the left and an enhancement of the elongation in the presence of an excess amount of Ala is shown at the right. The elongation was also observed for (Ala)5 to (Ala)6, although the alanine dimer (Ala)2 and trimer (Ala)3 are immediately converted to diketopiperazine (DKP).
It is interesting that the formation of DKP from (Ala)3 was 3.5-times faster than that from (Ala)2. The elongation of (Ala)4 and (Ala)5 to higher oligopeptides proceeds within around 5 -20 s at 250 -310 C during the degradation of (Ala)4 and (Ala)5, where the main products after 200 s are Ala and DKP.
The yield of about 10% for the elongation of (Ala)4 to (Ala)5 is much more efficient than that for the previous oligopeptide formation from glycine monomers under the simulated hydrothermal vent system. 52 The mechanistic analysis showed that (Ala)2 and (Ala)3 are immediately degraded to DKP by inner molecular cyclization, while (Ala)4 and (Ala)5 are about 10-times more stable than (Ala)2 and (Ala)3. A possible reaction mechanism is shown in Fig. 11 . During degradation, (Ala)4 reacts with a monomeric Ala to form (Ala)5. An enhancement of the yield of (Ala)5 in the presence of an excess amount of Ala to (Ala)4 supports this reaction model. Conclusively, the low efficiency of the oligopeptide formation from amino acid monomers in previous studies 9 is due to the fact that amino acid monomers would form dimers, which are immediately converted to DKP (Fig. 12) . Furthermore, a reduction of the DKP formation was elucidated by the discovery of a one-step oligopeptide formation of up to 20 amino acid units from Glu and Asp mixtures within 180 s at 250 -310 C. 53 The stability of ribonuclease A (RNase A) was studied by the present hydrothermal reactor system, combined using liquid chromatography and enzyme kinetic analysis. 54 This study showed that the activity of RNase A partially remained at temperatures at 200 C within 25 s, where the RNase A is divided into 2 large parts of 4000 -7000 dalton, and degraded to much smaller molecules. This fact suggests that proteins are fairly stable, as suspected.
The hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis is still disputed on the basis of the phylogenetic analysis and the stabilities of RNA and related molecules. [6] [7] [8] Quantitative analyses of the stabilities of RNA and related molecules examined using the flow reactor Fig. 9 Half-life of oligonucleotides, nucleotide monomers, nucleoside, and alanine at 100 -300 C. The half-life corresponds to the phosphodiester bond cleavage for oligonucleotides and dinucleotides, the phosphoester bond cleavage for nucleotide monomers, and the N-glycoside bond cleavage for nucleoside, and the racemization for alanine. system provided fundamental data for evaluating the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis and the RNA world hypothesis.
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4·2 Interactions of biomolecules
For evaluating the hydrothermal origin-of-life hypothesis, the interactions between biomolecules are of fundamental importance (Fig. 2) . A kinetic investigation of -CGd-bonding demonstrated that it is possible to detect weak interactions within biomolecules at high temperatures. 45 CHUS enables UV-visible measurements within a time scale where the degradation of biomolecules do not substantially proceed. Thus, it was attempted to measure the interactions by using CHUS.
First, CHUS was applied to measure the behavior of DNA at temperatures much higher than 100 C (Fig. 13) .
55,56 Figure 13 shows the spectral change of a mixture of DNA with an intercalator, ethidium bromide (EB), at temperatures from 25 to 225 C. In general, the transition between double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is observed using a conventional UV-visible spectrophotometer at temperatures below 100 C. By using CHUS, we have attempted to monitor the DNA behavior both indirectly and directly in both the presence and absence of the intercalation of EB. The transformation of dsDNA to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was readily observed in the presence of EB using CHUS at lower than 100 C, where the residence time of sample was adjusted at 0.64 s.
By using CHUS, ssDNA showed turbidity at temperatures from 100 to 200 C; the turbidity disappeared at over 225 C. This behavior was observed in both the presence and absence of EB. Conclusively, it was deduced that the turbidity is due to the low solubility of ssDNA, and that the disappearance of turbidity is due to an increase of the solubility of DNA because ssDNA degraded to shorter soluble oligonucleotides and DNA monomers. These factors could not be observed by the conventional analytical techniques. In addition, this finding suggests that the solubility of biomolecules should be focused on so as to evaluate the chemical evolution of RNA and proteins.
Second, it was also investigated to measure the interactions of inner-and intra-molecules regarding proteins indirectly on the basis of any absorbance change by the association of chromogenic reagents. 38 The concept for observing the interactions of a protein with chromogenic reagents is illustrated in Fig. 14 . First, the stabilities of several chromogenic reagents were examined, and it was unexpected that some of the chromogenic reagents are fairly stable. The interactions with modern proteins, such as bovine serum albumin (BSA), γ-globulin (γ-GL), hemoglobin (HMG), myoglobin (MGB), and trypsin (TPS) with these chromogenic reagents were examined. However, HMG, MGB and TPS showed the aggregate formation, so that these could not be selected for further investigations. The low solubility at high temperatures of these modern proteins is probably due to biological adaptation during evolution. According to the association between the chromogenic reagents with BSA and γ-GL, a detail investigation was carried out for the interaction between BSA and anionic water-soluble porphyrin (TPPS) at temperatures of up to 150 C. The interaction was monitored using the spectral change of the Soret band. The results showed that the interaction between BSA and TPPS decreases with an increase of temperature. The reason was evaluated, and it was concluded that the reduction of the interaction between BSA and TPPS is due to the deformation of BSA, rather than the simple association between BSA and TPPS based on the hydrophobic interaction. The heat-treated BSA for 2 h at 150 C showed only 3.6% strength of the association with TPPS while that for 1 at 125 C showed 45% strength. This fact suggests that the deformation of a three-dimensional structure of BSA occurs irreversibly at temperatures below150 C.
These results clearly show that CHUS is useful to analyze the thermodynamics, including the equilibrium constants for reactions as well as the kinetic behaviors since CHUS enables UV-visible measurements within a short time scale where the degradation of target molecules can be eliminated.
Conclusions
The use of a narrow tubing reactor for monitoring hydrothermal reactions demonstrated both the capability and potential of the flow-reactor system for real-time and in situ monitoring of reactions within the millisecond-to-second time scale. Especially, fused-silica capillary possesses a notable capability for monitoring reactions at high temperature and pressure. In addition, the system consisting of fused-silica capillary tubing enables that the system can be designed from simple components. This is advantageous for providing a safe, convenient, and low-cost instrument for a UV-visible spectrophotometer for use under hydrothermal and solvothermal conditions. Although the flow reactor systems for monitoring Raman spectra and IR spectra are commercially available, a UV-visible spectrophotometer has not yet been developed as a commercial instrument. Thus, the present system offers a suitable technique from the viewpoint of UV-visible spectroscopy. In addition, it is expected that the principle of the present systems can be readily applied to designing different spectroscopic applications, such as fluorescence, NIR, and NMR.
